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Welcome to Hello Race Fans Network! 
Hello Race Fans Ad Network delivers targeted, high-quality audiences on great sites and blogs. 
Our editorial team reviews each publisher application to ensure that all sites meet our established 
values and standards, and we are very excited about the opportunity to partner with you! 

Hello Race Fans Ad Network helps our partners make the most of their publishing experiences. 
We believe that you should be able to focus on publishing. We have designed our network to be 
the most transparent, open and fair program available today, and we will work hard to live up to 
these principles. 

The technology partner we have chosen to power our network is Adify.  The Adify platform has 
many beneficial features which we hope you will find easy to use with the aid of this manual.   

Adify representatives are available to help you in getting set up on the platform and replacing 
your existing ad code with new Adify ad tags. If you have further questions or require assistance, 
feel free to contact them at help@adify.com or 1-877-GO ADIFY. 
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A. Signing Up 

This section guides you through the initial registration with Hello Race Fans Network.  As part of 
the registration process, you will input information about yourself and your site.  The site 
information helps us to understand your inventory, content, and traffic, and your personal 
information ensures that you are paid for your participation in Hello Race Fans Ad Network 
campaigns. 

Signing Up: Steps in Detail 

1. Create Account 

a. Access the Hello Race Fans Ad Network sign-up page at 

https://app.adify.com/signin.aspx?networkId=10973010  

 

 
  

b. Enter your account and contact information.  All fields are mandatory. 

i. Note that the security code (the last field) is not CASE sensitive. 

c. Once you have completed the form, click Sign Up. 
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2. Create Site  

a. After you have clicked Sign Up you will see the ‘Create Site’ screen. 

 

 
 

b. Enter the necessary information about your site to the best of your knowledge – you 

can make changes later. Again, all fields are mandatory. 

i. Some fields, e.g. Age and Household Income, may not offer the exact range 

for your audience. Please select the option with the closest fit. Your choice 

will not affect your ad serving or revenue opportunities.  
ii. Click Submit. 

 

At this point you have successfully applied to Hello Race Fans Ad Network.  Hello Race 
Fans Ad Network will review your application and you will be notified of your application 
status via email within approximately 48 hours or two business day].   

 

If you would like to explore your account or register an additional site, click on the Go to 
my account button.   
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B. Publisher Dashboard 
The Hello Race Fans Ad Network Publisher Dashboard welcomes you each time you log in to 
your account and gives you glimpse of your recent activity as well as tips and task lists to help 
you make the most your membership in Hello Race Fans Ad Network.  Dashboard modules can 
be added or deleted at any time, and dragged and dropped to your preferred layout. 

The Getting Started Module is particularly helpful as you set up your account as it guides you 
through the fundamental steps you must take in order to begin making money with Hello Race 
Fans Ad Network.  As you proceed through each step, the list will dynamically update to reflect 
your progress, and clicking each link will take you to the area of your account where you can 
complete the step. 
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C. Creating Ad Spaces 
Once your site has been accepted, you can create your ad spaces so you can host ads provided 
by Hello Race Fans Ad Network.  This section explains how to remove your old ad tags and 
create new Hello Race Fans Ad Network ad spaces. 

 Creating Ad Spaces: Steps in Detail 

1. Remove your old ad tags  

a. Before you insert your new ad tags, ensure that you have removed all old tags.  

Our technology provider, Adify, enables you to redirect unsold inventory to 

another ad provider, so if you want to use this old ad tag for your redirect, you 

should cut it out of your site and paste into Notepad to save for later. 

2. Access the “create new ad space” screen in the Hello Race Fans Ad Network interface 

a. If you are not already signed in to the Hello Race Fans Ad Network interface, 

go to http://app.adify.com and login with your username and password. 

b. Of the three available tabs – Sell, Reports, and Account – click on Sell, and 

select the Sites screen. 

 
c. Now select the create new ad space button (pictured above). 

3. Create new ad spaces 

a. As you proceed through the below steps, keep in mind that you can create ad 

spaces that correspond to existing spaces on your site, and then place these ad 

spaces where you previously placed your old ad tags.  

i. Example: if you currently run 300x250, 728x90, and 160x600 ads, then 

you only need to create these three ad spaces using the interface. 

ii. Example: if you are running two ad spaces of the same type (e.g. two 

160x600 skyscrapers), you need to create two separate 160x600 tags for 

reporting purposes.  Do not use one ad space twice. 
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iii. Note: Hello Race Fans Ad Network requires that there is one ad space 

total, with at least one of those ads above the fold (please refer to 

Section A in the Appendix for a definition of “the fold”). It is important not 

to crowd your site with too much advertising – generally more than three 

prominent ad spaces reduces the overall impact of the advertising.   

b. On the create ad spaces screen, fill in the Name and Description fields for your 

first space (e.g. Name: ‘Site A Leaderboard.’ Description: ‘leaderboard at top of 

homepage’).  

 
 

i. These fields will not affect the ad itself. They will help you to easily tell 

your ads apart when using the interface. 

c. Type – select the type of ad that will display in this space. 

d. Size – click the edit button to select the size of the space that you would like to fit 

on your page.  The pop-up window displays the ad sizes supported by Hello 

Race Fans Ad Network.  If you would like to add additional unsupported ad sizes 

to your site, click the show unsupported ad sizes button. 
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e. Domain name – enter your site’s address (e.g. http://www.mysite.com).  
i. Note: To display network ads on all pages within your site, check that the 

URL in the Create Ad Spaces section matches your domain name URL, 

e.g. if your domain name is http://www.mydomain.com, ads will appear 

on all pages within the domain (http://www.mydomain.com/page1, 

http://www.mydomain.com/press, etc.).  If the URL does not match your 

domain name URL, then the ads will be deactivated.  
f. Page Position – this is for your own reference.   

g. Sponsorship Price – this area filters incoming sponsorship campaigns. Fill in 

this section if you expect to receive sponsorship campaigns. 

h. Open all click-throughs in a new window – you should leave this box checked.  

This will ensure that publishers don’t navigate away from your site if they click 

through an ad. 

i. Enable third-party tracking – checking this box allows another ad server to 

track conversions for that ad space.  If you are unsure if you will be using third-

party tracking, just leave this box unchecked.  You can always change your 

settings later. 

j. If you would like to add an additional space, select add another space below the 

Ad Space form. 

k. When you are finished, click the Save button at the lower right corner of the 

screen.  
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D. Getting and Placing New Ad Tags 
Once you have created an ad space for each of your original ad units and deleted your old ad 
tags, you must get new Hello Race Fans Ad Network ad tags to replace them.  This section of the 
guide explains how to get your new tags and place them in your site. 

Getting and Placing New Ad Tags: Steps in Detail 

1. Get Hello Race Fans Ad Network ad tags  

a. After creating your ad spaces, you will be taken to a screen where ad tag code 

for each new space is displayed individually. These are snippets of Javascript 

code that you will need to insert into each space on your site. 

i. You can either e-mail the code to yourself, or cut and paste the code for 

each space directly from this screen into your webpage. 

ii. When you are finished with this page, click Done. 

b. If you need to return to this page at another time, you can do so by logging into 

your account at http://app.adify.com and then clicking the Get ad tags button 

under the Sell tab. 

i. You will be directed to a screen where you can view and retrieve the ad 

space code to place on your site. 

2. Place Hello Race Fans Ad Network ad tags 

a. The code for each ad space needs to be inserted into the source code of your 

website. The following graphic should help to illustrate the relationship between 

your ad tag, ad space, and site: 

Ad displaying on site              Ad code in page source                   Ad code 
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b. The following as an example of a tag for a 728x90 ad size that would run on a site titled 
“ElectronicsAdSpace” (note: this is a sample ad space; please do not use this on your 
site):  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

<!--Begin Adify tag for “ElectronicsAdSpace” Ad Space (336x280) ID 

#1708107--> 

<script type=”text/javascript”> 

      sr_adspace_id = 1708107; 

      sr_adspace_width = 728; 

      sr_adspace_height = 90; 

      sr_adspace_type = “graphic”; 

      sr_ad_new_window = true; 

</script> 

<script type=”text/javascript” 

src=”http://ad.afy11.net/srad.js?azId=1708107”> 

</script> 
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E. Reviewing Media Buys 
With your ad tags placed in your site, you’re ready to make some money!  This section walks you 
through the process of reviewing campaigns that are eligible to run on your site.  Keep in mind 
that the eligible campaigns have been filtered using the site settings you defined in the Sign Up 
process and your ad space pricing.   

Reviewing Media Buys: Steps in Detail 

1. Access Media Buy Review  

a. Login to your account at http://app.adify.com 

b. Select the Sell tab at the top of the screen.  

c. Click on Media Buy Review. 

2. View campaigns 

a. The Media Buy Review screen displays buys which are eligible to run on your 

site based on the criteria you set for each ad space in Step B. If you set your 

pricing parameters too strictly, you may miss out on campaigns. The Potential 

Tab shows you campaigns that you are missing due to price, ad size or ad type.  

b. You will see four tabs. You can change the acceptance or rejection status of any 

buy.  

iv. Pending: buys which are eligible to run on your site.  These are 

the buys which you need to either accept or reject. 

v. Accepted: buys which you have already accepted, or were 

automatically accepted based on your pricing and site settings 

vi. Rejected: buys which have been rejected, either automatically or 

manually 

vii. Potential: buys which you could run on your site if you made some 

changes 

 

 
 

c. The following is a brief explanation of each field within the Media Buy Review: 

iv. Advertiser: name of the advertiser 
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v. Media Buy: name of the media buy, the number of ads included in 

the buy, and a preview of the ad creative  

vi. Status: current state of the media buy 

1. Active: the buy is actively running on Hello Race Fans Ad 

Network sites 

2. Paused: the buy has been paused, but may become active 

at a later time 

3. Removed: your site has been removed from the buy, most 

likely due to performance reasons 

vii. Start: media buy start date 

viii. End: media buy end date 

ix. Type: type of media buy 

1. CPM (cost per thousand impressions): pricing based on the 

number of times an ad is viewed 

2. CPC (cost per click): pricing based on the number of times 

an ad is clicked  

x. Price: payout price for each ad in the media buy, and where each 

falls in your pricing settings 

xi. Source: 

1. Hello Race Fans Network: sourced by the Hello Race Fans 

Ad Network sales team 

2. Adify Media Sales: sourced by our technology partner, 

Adify 

xii. Targeting: geographic restrictions on the media buy 

xiii. Frequency Cap: restrictions on the number of times a user is 

allowed to view the ad in a certain period of time 

xiv. Submitted: when the media buy was submitted by Hello Race 

Fans Ad Network for your consideration 

2. Accept or reject campaigns 

a. To accept a media buy, click the checkbox to the left of the media buy, and click 

the Accept button at the top of the page. 

b. To reject a media buy, click the checkbox to the left of the media buy, and click 

the Reject button at the top of the page. 

c. You can always accept media buys you have rejected, or reject buys which you 

have accepted at any time.   

d. You can also accept or reject individual ads within a media buy by clicking on the 

show button in the Media Buy column. 
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e. Note that all pending media buys will be automatically accepted if you have not 

accepted or rejected them after 24 hours. 
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F. Reports 
Now that you have your ad spaces in place, this section explains how you can access, customize, 
and view multiple reports on revenue, ad space management, and overall performance for your 
sites and ad spaces. 

Reports: Steps in Detail 

1. Access reports  

a. Login to your account at http://app.adify.com 

b. Select the Reports tab at the top of the screen. 

 

 
 

2. View report types 

a. Note: all values shown in your reports reflect NET revenue, and are estimates 

only.   

b. In the Reports section, you can adjust each field – by units of time, range of 

time, and site – to see a detailed report. To view reports on performance, time, 

and geo, select Publisher Reports. 

i. Performance: this report allows you to view details by site, ad space (e.g. 

impressions by top leaderboard v. left skyscraper), ad space size (e.g. 

impressions by 728x90 v. 300x250), and ad space type (e.g. impressions 

by image ad spaces v. text ad spaces). 
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ii. Time: view impressions across your site by day to help identify variations 

in impression count over time. 

iii. Geo: view impressions coming to your site according to geographic 

location – by country, state, metro area, etc. 

c. The following is a brief explanation of each field within the reports: 

i. Site Payout: amount of money your site generated according to the date 

range 

ii. Impressions: total number of impressions your site generated over the 

date range including redirected impressions 

iii. Sold Impressions: total number of impressions that saw paid ads. 

1. The difference between Impressions and Sold Impressions 

gives you the number of impressions that had no paid ads; this is a 

function of total number of campaigns 

iv. Clicks: number of times people visiting your site have clicked on an ad 

v. CTR: Click Through Rate - the number of clicks as a percentage of sold 

impressions 

vi. eCPM: effective CPM (cost per thousand) as a result of all campaigns 

currently running on your site 

vii. eCPC: effective CPC (cost per click) as a result of all campaigns currently 

running on your site 

2. Customize your reports 

a. To create a custom report, select the My Reports tab, which will direct you to 

the customization interface. 

b. Here you can adjust the unique variables and filters available to create a 

report that suits your needs. If you cannot find what you need in the 

Publisher Reports sections, you can use our tools to build your own. 
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G. Making Money and Getting Paid 
This section explains how you will be paid by Hello Race Fans Ad Network, the process of 
accessing your payment details, and some of Hello Race Fans Ad Network’s payment terms. 

Making Money and Getting Paid: Steps in Detail 

1. Set payment options 

a. From the Hello Race Fans Ad Network interface, select the Account tab. 

b. On the Account page, select the Payout tab. Here you can edit your contact 

information and payment method. 

c. As a default, all new accounts are set to PayPal. The Contact Information email 

address listed in the Payout tab will be used for the PayPal account. 

d. US publishers have the option of payment via Printed Check or Electronic Funds 

Transfer. 

e. Non-US publishers have the option of payment via PayPal or wire transfer. 

2. Understand Hello Race Fans Ad Network payment terms 
a. Hello Race Fans Ad Network processes payments on, or prior to, the last day of 

the calendar month following the calendar month during which Hello Race Fans 

Ad Network actually collects the advertising revenue generated from advertising 

displayed on your site. 

b. Payments will be made only to US publishers if they have entered their Tax ID 

number in the 1099 sub tab on the Preferences screen under the Account tab. 

c. Moreover, payments will be made only when cumulative earnings are at least 

$50.   

i. Example: for all advertising revenue that is generated on your site in 

the month of August, you will receive payment as early as the 

beginning of October, but no later than early November. This is, of 

course, dependent upon the timely payment by the advertiser to Hello 

Race Fans Ad Network. 

 

ii. Note: Since many advertisers operate on billing cycles that are longer 

than 30 days, the amount that you are paid in a given month may differ 

from the earnings reflected in your Hello Race Fans Ad Network 

account. Be assured that you will be paid in full for every impression as 

soon as Hello Race Fans Ad Network receives payment from the 

advertiser. 
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H. Managing Unsold Inventory 
There may be times when you cycle through all Hello Race Fans Ad Network campaigns, or 
times when none of our campaigns meet your ad space criteria.  Managing your unsold inventory 
will allow you to continue to display advertising as well as make money from your ad spaces even 
when no Hello Race Fans Ad Network campaigns are available. 

 

Navigation Where to Manage your Ad Space (e.g. set house ads) 

 

 

 

 

      

 

Managing Unsold Inventory: Steps in Detail 

1. Set up redirects: 

a. Obtain ad tags from the other ad provider. The ad code can contain a rotation of 

any type of ads (text, image, or Rich Media formats), but  each ad must be the 

same size as the ad space you created. If you are using a tag from another 

provider, please make sure it is a reputable provider, and that you are not 

introducing a virus or other malicious code to your visitors. 

a. Under the Sell Tab in the Sites section, select the checkbox for your ad space 

(see above) and then navigate to “Manage Unsold Inventory” in the “edit selected 

ad spaces” dropdown. 

b. Select Redirect to another provider, paste in the code from that provider, and 

click Save. 
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2. Set up default ads: 

a. Under the Sell Tab in the Sites section, select the checkbox for your ad space 

(see above) and then navigate to “Manage Unsold Inventory” in the “edit selected 

ad spaces” dropdown. 

b. Select Use my own ad. 

c. Select Upload image and rich media ad. 

d. Select the ad type, name your default ad, assign a destination URL, and insert 

your code.  

e. Click Save. You have now assigned this ad as a default for that particular ad 

space. You can always change default ads by removing the current ad and 

saving a new one to that ad space. 

 
3. Review your pricing: 

a. After setting up a solution for managing your unsold inventory, you should review 

the minimum pricing you have set for the affected ad spaces. 

b. If you are using a redirect or a paid house ad, a good rule of thumb is to set the 

minimum CPM for that ad space slightly above the current eCPM you are 

receiving for this ad space via your other advertising sources.  That way your 

redirects or paid default ads will continue to be served until a campaign comes in 

through Hello Race Fans Ad Network that earns your more money.  For example, 

if your redirect or paid default ad earns an eCPM of $0.25, you should set the 

minimum price of the ad space at a CPM of $0.26 or higher.   

c. Be sure to pay attention to the metrics that your other ad providers use.  Some 

use the unconventional “Page eCPM” which is often significantly higher than the 

eCPM per ad space, the conventional metric.  See this blog post for more 

information.  
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Appendix  
A: Widgets 
In addition to advertising, Hello Race Fans Ad Network provides you with content widgets for your 
site.  These widgets may take the form of network badges, exclusive editorial content, RSS feeds, 
or video, and can be topically-relevant, high quality additions to your site.  You can easily grab 
widgets from your Hello Race Fans Ad Network account and place them into your site.  Slightly 
different from ad tags, widget tags are meant to be placed directly into your site’s source code, 
and should not be placed in rotation with other ad tags. 

1. Sign into your Hello Race Fans Ad Network account at http://app.adify.com. 

2. Click the Get widgets button for any site, and select Create new widget space from the drop 
down menu. 

 

3. Click on the get widgets Action button for Hello Race Fans Network. 

 

4. Check the widget which you would like to run on your site.  If there are multiple content feeds 
available for a particular widget, check which feed you would like to receive. You can check 
multiple widgets if you want.  
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5. Press the Save button at the bottom of the screen.   

6. On the Get Widget Tags screen you will see the code for your new widget(s).  You can either 
copy and paste the code into your site, or email it to yourself. 

 

 

You can always edit your widgets at any time. 

1. Click on the Get Widgets button in any site  

2. Select Edit existing widget space.  This allows you select different content feeds or delete any 
widget. 

 

Need to get the tags for widgets you already have? 

1. Click on the Get Widgets button in any site  

2. Select get widget tags.  Here you can pick up the tags for any widget you already have. 
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B: Good Ad Placement 
Hello Race Fans Ad Network depends on you as a member of its network to add to the quality of 
its brand, which is the strongest draw for advertisers. One of the simplest ways to increase your 
value within the network and to attract more ad revenue is through the strategic placement of 
your ads.  

This section provides several suggestions for how you can make your site more ad-friendly and 
integrate your ads to make your site more appealing to advertisers and your own visitors. 

 

1. Prime real estate: Above the fold 

a. Countless studies have shown that placing ad spaces in this area – where an ad 

is immediately visible when your visitor arrives at your site – will bring more 

attention to it. 

b. Although the fold will vary based on screen resolution, the fold for the average 

user is about 600 pixels down the page. 

2. Placement near rich content 

a. Placing your ad tags near engaging content, such as a headline story or the 

navigational bar, ensures that your visitor will be ready to receive information, 

and will be more likely to pay attention to the ad. 

b. For bloggers, this often means placing the ad next to the most recent post. 

3. Step into your viewer’s shoes 

a. Consider how your visitors navigate through your site. How might they interact 

with the content? What would make your ad spaces more attractive? 

b. Pay attention to how you interact with other sites with similar layout and content, 

and imagine how you can optimize the experience for yourself and your visitors. 

4. Track and optimize 

a. Your Hello Race Fans Ad Network account provides easy access to all your ad 

space statistics - take advantage of this information. 

b. For example, track your impressions and click-through rates for different ad 

placements to determine what works best for your site. 
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C: Keeping your site details up-to-date 
Advertisers are more likely to include Hello Race Fans Ad Network in their campaigns if they 
have insight into its sites’ traffic and demographic information. You can easily share the 
information we need about your site’s visitors through your Hello Race Fans Ad Network account 
by updating your site details. 

We prefer that you use 3rd party data from an analytics tool, but you can also enter your own 
guesstimates. 

 

Steps:  

1. Access your site details 

a. Sign in to your account at http://app.adify.com. 

b. Select the Sell tab. 

c. Under the Sell tab, select Sites. 

d. Scroll down to the site you wish to edit. 

e. Click the down arrow on the Edit Site menu, then select Edit Site Details. 

2. Edit site details 

a. As you learn more about your visitors, you can adjust your details to reflect traffic 

and audience information more completely. 

b. If you are using 3rd party data (e.g. Quantcast, Comscore, etc.), please cite the 

source and relevant data. 
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D. Understanding the Advertising Ladder 

Before you begin accepting campaigns through Hello Race Fans Ad Network, it is helpful to take 
inventory of your current ad providers, to understand the opportunities that Hello Race Fans Ad 
Network offers, and to learn how you can integrate all of your options using your Hello Race Fans 
Ad Network account. 

• Sponsorships: A sponsorship is an 
advertising package purchased on 
one or more Ad Spaces on your site 
for a fixed period of time.  A 
sponsorship is a guaranteed 
purchase, so it always has higher 
priority than a CPM or CPC 
campaign.  Our ad server will 
always serve a sponsorship ad first. 

• High eCPM Network Campaigns: 
Hello Race Fans Ad Network is a 
premium, targeted vertical ad 
network which attracts advertisers 
willing to pay higher CPMs for 
quality audiences.  Network sourced 
campaigns generally rank directly under sponsorships on the advertising ladder. After 
sponsorships, our ad server will serve all other ads from highest to lowest CPM. 

• Lower eCPM Adify Campaigns: Hello Race Fans Ad Network also works with our 
technology partner, Adify, to source high quality, general ad campaigns.  These 
campaigns usually appeal to a larger audience or demographic, and therefore carry a 
lower eCPM.  Adify campaigns supplement the high eCPM campaigns sourced by Hello 
Race Fans Network. 

• Your Default Ads or Redirects                                                                                          
When you have cycled through all the campaigns provided by Hello Race Fans Ad 
Network and Adify, your account allows you insert your own default ads, or redirect your 
inventory to another ad provider.  This feature allows you to continue to monetize your 
inventory even after you have cycled through all your Hello Race Fans Ad Network and 
Adify campaigns.  Your default ads or redirects will only show when you have completely 
cycled through the campaigns you have accepted from Hello Race Fans Ad Network and 
Adify, so pricing your redirects properly is critical to maximize your profits.  

• Unpaid Default Ads                                                                                                                       
If you do not set up default ads, our server will serve its own default ad.  Today these ads 
are a rotation of public service announcements from the Ad Council.  There is no way to 
block these ads, because the ad server must always serve an ad.  To avoid seeing the 
unpaid defaults, set up your own default house ad or redirect your ad spaces.  

 

 

 


